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At the outset of this paper I want briefly to examine

the principles which underlay the foundation of University

settlements in Tngland, and therefore to take you back to the

last twenty years of the 19th century, I am not an historian,

and many of you may have in your minds a more vivid picture of

that time than I have, Let we at least refresh the outlines,

The country was emerging, or had indeed already emerged,

frou that period of ruthless exploitation which we usually and

euphemistically cali the period of early industrial development,

The bodies of men were no ionzer shattered and crippled by the

crueity of their toil; women were no longer chained to the

trucks in the coalpits, nor did children drop exhausted beside

the cotton looms after twelve hours of continuous labour. The
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public conscience had been aroused by the words and works of

the reformers - Shaftsbury, Robert Cwen and the Like, Parlia-

ment, like a salvationist convert, waved the banner, not indeed,

of blood and fire, but of sanitation, education and extension

of the franchise, The conservatives outmanoeuvred the radicals

in the scramble for sackeloth and ashes, And in all this out-

burst of fervour, the real problems of the time were almost

forgotten,

To those who were quietly working in the devastated

m reas of industrialism, it was evident that a were outbreak of

public conscience and remorse was useless and often worse, It

resulted in the indiscriminate distribution of charity and con-

sequent pauperization, It led to ridiculous expeditions of

"slumming" by well-meaning but ignorant and patrenising society

women, It often resulted in competition between the subsidised

poor and the genuine poor, with the ultimate effect of lowered
,

wages and a worsened standard of life. Nor was it of very rreat

value to pass acts of Parliament, unless they were properly un->

aerstood and rigourously enforced. It was clear, indeed, that

when the spirit of reform had been aroused, the real problem,

the problem of its application, was only beginning,

I am not going to attempt a description of the condi-

tions in a sluu area about the year 1885, We may well imagine

the dirt and horror of it from our knowledge of conditions to-

day after half a century of almost continuous effort at reform,

Let me merely read you the seneral description given by Booth

in his "Life and Labour of the Peopie in London" :-

"We see life cursed by drink, brutality and vice,

and icaded down with ignorance and poverty, while industry

is choked by its own blind strugsles, and education is still

painfully mounting, and too often slipping back from, the





first vongs of its ladder, We sce religion paralyzed by its

own inconsistencies, and administration wrapped in the

swaddiing clothes of indecision and mutual distrust. Such

is the dark side of the picture whieh, perhaps, looks the

more black to our eyes owing to the heightened demands of

a rising standard of life, and the expectancy of better

things; as it is said that the greatest darkness precedes

the dawn,"

That is not a cheerful picture of i1ife in London at a

time when, according to the standard histories, Great Britain

was at the zenith of her industrial and imperial power, But

Charles Footh was not concerned with imperial pcwer., He was one

of the first of that devoted band of scientific social investi

gators who changed and are still changing the face of England,

You must forgive me if this appears $0 be a digression,o
R

but I think it may be interesting to see something of the

sources of that enthusiasm for social work which led, among

other things, to the foundation of University Settlements, Let
7

Let ue take the example of Beatrice Potter, more lately aná

perhaps better known as Mrs, Svdney Webb, (but quite unrecognis-

able as Lady Passfield). She was born into comfort and security,

if not into the height of luxury, The daughter of a wealthy in-

dustrialist and company director, she was reared among every

refinement of delicate taste, and the "society" of the time was

her natural {indeed her aimost inevitable) purgatory. She was

sensitive, weak, almost neurotic. From her mother she had ine

herited a keen emotional sensitivity; from her father an active

and courageous intellegence, “hat caused this woman to abandon

her social environment, to become a collaborator with Charles

Booth in the slums of London, and to devote all her gifts with

astounding energy and zeal to the systematic study and amelio-

ration of poverty 2





Let me quote you her own explanation :-

"The belief in science” she writes, "and the

scientific method was certainly the most salient as it

was the most original element of the mid-Victorian time

spirit, To what end, for what purpose, and therefore upon

what subject matter was the new faculty of the intellect

to be exercised ? And here I come to the second element of

the wid-Vietorian time spirit; the emotion which, Like the

warp before the woof, gives strength and direction to the

activities of the intellect, I suggest it was during the

middle decades of the nineteenth century that in Tngland

the impulse of self-subordinating service was transferred,

0011501013817 and overtly, from God to man,”

he goes on to quote the somewhat naive example of an
©

©

American gentleman, a Leader of the American ethical movement,

who denied the existence of an autocratic supreme being to whom

he and all other wen owed obedience and worship. "It offends"

he said "my American sense of independence and equali ty".!

But however much or little this may represent a general Ameri-

can view, there is small doubt that for England Beatrice Pot-

ter's analysis is somewhere near the truth. We may see in Robert

Cwen the worship of the "supremely good principie in human na-

ture”, which became a social bible promulgated by social mis-

sionaries in a social "cathedral", We know the maxim of the

British Utilitarians - "the greatest kappiness of the greatest

number," There was certainly a great wave of enthusiasm for

sacrifice in the service of the people, combined with some

Scepticism of the traditional methods of the church, and upon

the crest of this wave, not early at its beginnings but upon

its very flood, came the effort of the Universities.

Residential Settlements,
—

    

The first University Settlement was founded by a group





of Balliol scholars in 1884, It is said that the foundation fol-

iowed directly upon an article by Samuel Barnett, vicar of St.

Judes Whitechapel, published in the Nineteenth Century. Mr,

 

Barnett was already noted for his zeal in social work, and his

strong views on the deplorable results of outdoor relief. Since

1877 he had been the head of a Committee which was organising

University Extension lectures in london; he had promoted the

building of model dwellings, the establishment of the children's

country holiday fund, and annual loan exhibitions of fine art

in the Whitechapel gallery. His article in the Nineteenth Cen-

 

tury was the first statement of the principles which were to

govern the work of University settlements Рог thirty years, He

comwenced by voicing the current and widespread disappointment

with the results of what he called "scientific charity”, "Soci-

adeBties" he said, "which helped the poor by gifts e
,aupers,C
D

m 0churehes which wcuid have saved them by preachin de hypo-08

crites.” There was not enough in the hope of merely material

welfare to inspire and support either the reformer to sacrifice

his Life anâ his talent, or the poor man to raise himself from

the trough of his poverty. "The poor need more than food; they

need the knowledge, the character, the happiness which is the

gift of God to this age," His thesis was that the benefits of

which his generation was proud to boast, the advance in know-

iedge, incrsasing skill in medicine aná surgery, opportunities

for travel and increasing ieisure, were benefits from which the

poor were wholely excluded. He was not content with the hope

offered by charity. The best things, he said, might be common

and those who saw that possibility, however dis-

iliusioned they might be with charitable works, could not stand

idly aside. It had been said that the cruellest man living

could not sli at his feast uniess he satf blindfold, and thèse

who saw were bound to act, They might be sceptical of





+revolutionary doctrines, weary of abortive charities, distress-

ed with the futility of Pariiamentary reform; but they could

not escape the fact that "in the richest country of the world

the great mass of their countrymen live without the knowledge,

the character and the fulness of life which ís the best gift

to this age." What could they do which revolutions, which mis-

sions and which money had not done ?

Barnett's answer was the University or Coliege Settle-

ment. He argued from the analogy of the College Missions,

"These missions", he said, "are generally inaugurated by a

visit to a Coliege from some well-known clergyman working in

the East End of London, or in some such working class quarter,

He speaks to the undergraduates of the conditions of the poor

and rouses their sympathy. A committee is appointed, subscrip-

tions are promised, and after some negotiations a young clergy-

man, a former member of the College, is appointed a mission

curate of a district, He at once sets in motion the usual paro-

chial machinery of district visiting, wothers! meetings, clubs

and the rest. He invites the assistance of those of his old

mates who will help; at regular intervals he .akes a report of

ana if all goes well, he is at last able to tellhis progress ;3

how the district has become a Parish."

very rightly as we would say, that all

a ten
=

(Dthis, good as it might be within limits, was not an adequ

expression of the idea which had moved the promoters, The hope

of the College had been that all should join in the good work,

and the wission was necessarily a churchman!s effort, The de-

Sire was that, as University men, they should themselves bear

the burdens of the poor and the mission required of them little

more than an annual guinea subscription. The grand idea that

the idea which like a new creative spiritmoved the college

was brooding over the face of society, found no adequate





expression in the district church machinery. There was little

in that machinery which heiped the people to conceive of re-

ligion apart from sectarianism, of a church which was "the na-

tion bent on righteousness". Nor was there much in the ordinary

parochial mechanism which would carry to the houses of the poor

a share of the best gifts enjoyed in the University. The strain

of it often broke the spirit of the clergyman, but it mended

little,

The Settlement, said Barnett, would better express his

idea and the spirit of social service. He was careful to make

no ambitious claim for it. He had faith in its results, but he

did not attempt in detail to forecast them, The Settlement was

to be an experiment in the scientific sense, Induction from

past observation provided a reasonable expectation of a certain

result. But, like an experiment with unknown chemicals in a

+ D u
n t tube, the resuit might have been a discovery of benefit to

mankind, an explosion, or werely an unpleasant smell, Barnett

was confident of the first. Choose a place, he said; choose or

build a house in which there shall be "Both habitable chambers

and large reception rooms"; choose a man to be chief of the

settlement who must make his home in the house, who must have

taken a good Degree, be qualified to teach, and be endowed with

the enthusiasm of humanity; give the man a sufficient salary

and support him with both woney and personal service; so arrange

things that the "habitable chambers” may be occupied partly for

long periods by University graduates, and partly for shorter

periods by undergraduates during their vacations; provide facil-

ities for the arrangement of lectures, discussions, social even-

ings and the like; and your social experiment will be in full

career, "The Settlement", he said, "would be common ground for

ell classes, In the lecture room the knowledge gathered from

the highest sources would, night after night, be freely given,





In the conversation rooms the students wousd exchange ideas

and form friendships, At the weekly recentions of ali sorts

and conditions of men, the settiers would mingle freely with

the crowd,”

We in our generation way perhaps fin in all this а

Little too trusting a faith in the benefits of the higher know-

iedge. But 3arnett was justified by the event, The result of

his pleading was the foundation of Toynbee Hall, in Commercial

Street off Aldgate, Barnett himself was the first warden of the

place, and remained warden until December 1906, when upon his

retirement the office of President was created for hin, Toynbee

Hail became and has remained a modei of socia. machinery in its

own kind, Imitation is said to be the sincerest form of fiat.

tery, and the flatterers of Toynbee Hall have been numerous,

There are now 46 residential settiements in various industrial

communities of “Great Britain, Twelve were founded between 1884

and 1890; eighteen between 1890 and 1900; and the remaining>

|sixteen since 1900. Twenty-one of then are directly connected

witn Universities.

What are the principles which have been applied to the

working of these settlements, and in how far may they be judged

Successful by results ? I have aiready given you some indica-

tion of the principles applied by Barnett, In his view the set-

tlewent was primarily an attempt to resettie the well-to-do aná

comparativeiy cuitured in close juxtaposition to the poor, The

conditions of industry had brought about a physical separation

of the people which he regarded as a new and dangerous pheno-

menon in sociology. He spoke, as did Disraeli, of the two na-

tions within the nation, the nation of the rieh and the nation

of the poor. "Each grows strong and the danger of collision is

the great danger of our time, the question of questions is how

to make peace and goodwill." The settlement, then, was in some





sense an outpost of the one nation within the territory of thep

€

other, Sir John Gort, writing in 1895, expresses a similar view,

t e
r he settiement should be aC
Dm®but goes further in sugresting th0
8

sort of social laboratory in which men can work out the solu-

fo

tion of social probiems. The Universities, he says, are under» 3e

moral obligation to attempt the difficult task of discovering

u
na cure for the social disease represented by poverty and dis-

tress in urban communities, On the other hand Booth regarded

the success of a settlement as ucasurable y the extent to which

those who adopted the Life could be at ease with the people,

with each other and with themselves, This, of course, is impor-

tant. There must te no air of patronage or conscious uplift.

But as an aim it lacks positiveness. Booth dcfined the object

of Toynbee Hall as being to bring thought and sympathy to bear

on Conditions of jife in à working class and poor neighbourhood,

This object, he thought, had been largely attained. Its indirect

infiuenee had also been considerable, In his view perhaps itsN
greatest achievement was that it had caused uany people in many

parts of the world to consider and seek to think out and apply

afresh for themselves the old ideas of "neighbourliness and

goodwill" and "civic duty",

The University Settlements owe their success to all

these things and more. To take the example of Toynbee Hall, it

has been the living place of wen from the Universities who have

brought their learning and their character to foru an oasis of

culture in the wilderness of that brilliantly rawed Commercial

Street, It has been e social laboratory in the sense that it

has been the nursery for much social legislation and the centre

of much valuable social ressaroh, It has become to a large de-

grce a working man's College through the regular series of lec-)

tures which it provides and which are always in auch demand. It

has provided men of education aná intelligence with the
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experience necessary to enable them to serve as valuable and

enlightened members upon Local ‘covernnent boards, It has as-

sistod the surrounding community by services such as the Poor

..an's lawyer (a vitally important service in a time of progres-

sive legislation under which the beneficiary must understand

and appreciate his legal rights in order to get them enforced);

by giving friendly as contrasted with merely legal advice; by

organising boys and iris ciubs; by relieving acute and abnor-

mal distress among its friends and workers; by providing whole-

sce and friendiy recreation for 1ts members; and by supplying

volunteers to assist the work of charitabie organisations and

associations,

Possibly one of the greatest achievements of the settie-

ments has been in discountenancing the idea that social work is

the sort of beneficent hobby that can be undertaken by well-

leaning persons at odd hours and on Saturday afternoons. A cer-

tain amcunt can of course be done in this way among boys clubs

and the Like, But residence in a settlement, or in the settle-

is a prerequisite for working in it, and those with

a desire for social work are more and more encouraged to under-

take a proper and scientific course in its technique before em-Q

barking upon it.

Educationai Settiewments

  

The settiement is still in a stage of experimental pro-

gression, and one of its more recent forms is that of the Fduca-

tional Settlement in which the emphasis is upon education rather

than upon social or philanthropic work. The distinctive features

of the Fducationai Settlements are in the first place that they

are created by locali interest and initiative, rather than by a

process of colonisation from eisewhere; and in the second that

they have aduit education, by all sorts of methods, as their

primary purpose. The settlement does not set out to co-ordinate





in anv official way all the aduit educational activities of the

t does offer a centre where al. of them may-
-

.

MDneighbourhood, but

find themselves at home, and may discover their common interests,

1lts function is to provide a meeting ground for all the bodies

that contribute to the intellectual development of the adult

khcommunity - the University, the local Tducation Authority; the

Trade Unions; the 'orkers' Education Association; the "o-opera-

tive Society Education Coumittee; the Labour College; the Wo-

men's Institute; the Adult Schools; the Churches; the Teachers!

organisations; the Dramatic, Choral and Orchestral Societies:

"lubs, the Fellowship Troups:
,

the Natural History and Rambling

the Regional Survey and Research Societies. (Incidentally, this

List 158 in itself a striking indication of the diversity and

multiplicity of educational and social organisations in "reat

ritain - upon any one of which uy whole paper might well beA

spent, aná in each one of which the University has an imrortant3 e 3

>indeed a necessary, part to play.)

The Universities are prominent in the Educational Set-

tieuent movement, 4nd of the twelve settlements now in existence,

of which all except three have been founded since the war, cicht

have University representatives on their councils,

Residential Colleges.

   

Another form of the settiement, which is not in any

strict sense a settlement at all, is the Residential College for

working men or women, There are four of these, Woodbroocke and

Fircroft at Birminghaw; Avoncroft College near Evesham for rural

workers; and the Residential Col.ece for ’orking “omen at Surbi-

ton. The first two and the 1ast co-operate cioseiy with the

Universities,

Adult Fducation.

 

Let me now turn for a few moments to that form of social

service generally known as Aduit Education, The ramifications of





this movement - or, more accurately, this group of movements >

are now so wide and so diversified that it is quite beyond ths

pacity of this paper to attempt any description of them, The

movement bean early in the nineteenth century, and arose frou

©
]
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D 1the same reaction to conditions which gave rist

ments. But it differs in origin from the settlement movement in

that from its very beginning the iumpetus has come from two

sources: from above - that is to say from within the educated

classes, end fron below. In cariy days these two sources of

impetus were generally separate and even antagonistic; of recent

years they have more and more tended to co-operate und to find

such co-operation es: ential to success, Much of early adult edu-

cation wus philanthropic in motive, many of the eariy schools

concentrated on tesching thousands of iliiterate working men

and women to read and write; Later on wen iike Benthum and

Brougham made efforts to popusarise the rapid advances in soi-

entific discovery with their seemingly vast possibilities for

the inersase of human happiness. In thess instances it was the

teachers who sought scholars, On the other hand, in many insian-

ces the scholars sought for teachers, Thus the Mo-operative

~oveent and some of the Chartists felt it necessary to organise

education to fit themselves for the work they had in hand, They

sought kncwledge in order to wake themseives more effective

fighters in the cause of social reform,

In general it nay be salé that the movement has arisen

a

largely from the spontaneous demands of individual students, of

groups of students or of organised bodies, It has not, therefore,

been planned in any logical or careful manner, It has indeed

Ea Dama ae اقوحو À 7 : CEEthe Board of Education to encourage experi-

or voluntary associations, and by both sympathy and direct aid to
,

assist the development of, what is to-day, & movement but not a
y

system,
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Some of the bodies providing Adult Education are the

Workers! Fducational Association, the National Adult School

c
t > D ao-operative Union, the Young ..en's Christian Asso-

ciation, the Fducational Settlements, the Residential Colleges

and the Women's Institutes. Then there are the universities and

the Local Tducation Authorities. And lastly, brooding over the

whole, 4ike a kindly and ubiguitous hen, th © Board of Education,

Not ail of the voluntary associations are regarded as "respons-

jble” - that is to say not all of the chickens are equally ad-

mitted to the foster-maternal affections of the hen, Some of

them show, or are reputed to show, the hereditary stigma of

ducklings, and have an awkward tendency to swim out upon the

deep, dark waters of political or religious controversy, Buf

most of them listen quietly enough to the old bird's clucking

- (my simile appears to be getting quite unintentionally ir-

reverent!) - and they get their share of the corn which fall1 N

from the hand of the Treasury. Indeed one of the most remarkable

things about the Aduit Education Movement is the way in which a

nuaber of diverse voluntary associations co-operate amongst

themselves, with universities, with locai Education authorities

and with the Board of Education, from which in many instances

they get grants, to form a vigourous and constantly developing

social iovement which in some measure combines the vitality of

voluntary service with the stability and caution of official

practice, The whole thing is so intricate and compiex that I

must be excused for going for my analogy to the processes of

nature in the farmyard,

The Universities enter into the ricture firstly by vir-

tue of their extra-mural teaching activities and their Depart-

ments of Adult Education; secondly, and even more important, by

the provision of tutors for the whole Adult Education Movement,لالا

The successful Adu.t Tducation tutor must be a remarkable
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person, He must be capable cf teaching, not boys and girls, nor

even undergraduates, but mature uen and women, He must have a

secure knowledge of his subject and a wide knowledge of the

worid. An Honours Degree at the university is rightly regarded

as an essential preliminary to his training. But it is only a

preliminary. He must be a man with experience and resource, as

weil as academic qualifications. There are, of course, a number

of part-time or voiuntary tutors of whom à rigourously high

standard is not expected. But the tendency is for the number of

full-time and relatively higniy-paid tutorships to increase, and

the universities, in providing wen for these positions, are per-

forming a Function of first-rate social importance,

Student Collections for Charity.

I want now to turn to a kind of charitable work iu

which university students have been increasingly concerned dur-

ing the last ten years, and which, while not a foru of social

service as that term is usually understood, is undoubtedly of

direct and material service to the community in which the uni-

versity is situated, I refer to the soll ortions organised by

university students in aid of their local hospitals - or what

are commonly called Hospital Carnivals and Hospital "Raes", I

do not know whether these egregious but beneficent activities

have any parallel in the universities of other countries, They

originated, I believe, in the University cf Glasgow, spreading

southward to sanchester and liverpool, and although their at-

traction in what one would expect to be the more abandoned south

has never enualled that in the phlegigatie and puritan north,

they have been attempted in wost universities, even if in some

their careers have been short and inglorious.

The essential feature of them is a procession or Carni-

val through the streets of the town, in which a great number of

tableaux are presented on lorries, and the students accompanying
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are in all sorts and conditions of fancy dress. The procession,

which normally lasts for two or three hours, and is sometimes

of considerable length, draws great crowds on to the footpaths

along the route, and these onlookers are besieged by an army of

collectors rattling their importunate boxes. A shower of coin

often descends upon the roadway from the windows above, or is

thrown onto the lorries from the crowd, In fine weather the

whole thing is a pleasant enough diversion, amusing both to the

performers and the public; and to bring once a year an air of

carnival to the streets of Manchester or Birmingham or Leeds

would be of itself a notable achievement, even were there no

other worthy purpose in the undertaking.

t Sericus or eveno©The tableaux are sometimes attempts

tbeautiful pictorial representation, But these attempts are

fortunately rare! More frequentiy and more successfully they

are humourous, and their humour may be mere buffoonery, or it

way reach very considerable heights of satire. The opportuni-

ties presented by these living cartoons are obviously immense,

to=and while it is perhaps rarely that the opportunity is take

the full, almost every carnival contains at ieast one touch of

genuine and fearless wit that is enough to excuse the whole ос-

casion.

The early carnivals were processions of medical students

in which the satire was directed wainly against their own pro-

fession. They were often spontaneous, more or less unorganised,

frequently indecent and always extremely funny. The collection

they made for the hospitals was an incident rather than a pur-

pose, But the amounts they got from an amused und startled pub -

ile were sufficiently large to whet the appetites of the Hospi-3

tal Treasurers and stir the ambitions of student organisers,

{Le carnival rapidiy became a tradition that invo.ved the whoie

university, and involved it not oniy for the day of carnival
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itself, but for many weeks of anxious preparation. The desire

of the artist to divert his audience, which had Largely inspir-

ed the first attempts, was rapidiy submerged in the insidious

commercial ambition to beat the total of last year's eollection,

The police refused any longer to be taken by surprise and

brought the whole affair under the regulations for street col-

lections and processions, The route had to be planned so as to

minimise the obstruction to traffie and avoid undue restraint

of trade. Elaborate precautions had to be taken against the use

of collecting boxes by unlicensed persons, and a large staff of

students was employed in issuing numbered boxes and badges and

checking their return, A further staff was necessary to count

and carry to the vaults the tons of coinage collected in the

streets,

All sorts of new embellishments were added to the pro-

cgedings of the day, not primarily with the object of increas-

ing their value to the onlooker, but of increasing the onlook-

er's value to the hospitals. Theatres were hired for the produc-

tion of "Carnival Revues", which required weeks of painstaking

rehearsal, but were regarded as Justified if they added a few

hundred pounds to the day's takings. Theatrical celebrities

appeared in special cabaret entertainments, and, in general,

every device of the charity money raiser was vigourously ex-

ploited.,

At Manchester they produced a Carnival magazine, which

for some years maintained a remarkably high standard of amuse-

ment. It introduced to the business world the unplumbed possi-

bilities of huuourous advertising. Its ciroulation reached a

figure of more than 1C0,000 copies, and the advertisement re-

venue Was immense. On a smaller scale the idea was adopted else-

where and almost every university carnival now has its magazine,

most of them, unfortunately, exhibiting a deplorably painstaking
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humour and verging upon the obscene.

Glasgow remains the supreme exampie of all these ac-

tivities, which are there maintained for an entire week, and

result in a sum approaching £18,CC0 being transferred to the

coffers of the infirmary. The English figures are less, but

are still considerable. They have tended recently to diminish,

partly because of the general worsening in conditions, but

partly also by the operation of the "law of diminishing re-

turns", since the results of increased effort have, beyond a

certain point, been relatively small; and this in turn has

tended to diminish cnthusiasn,

The attitude of the University authorities towards tho

carnivals was at first one of suspicion, if not of active op-

position, They viewed with alarm the growth of an extraneous

activity which required each year more and more time and energy

for its successful accomplishment. I remember that some eight

years ago the Vice-Chancellor of the University of Birmingham

described the Hospital Carnival as a Frankenstein - a monster

created by the students whieh would uitimately work their un-

doing. But the students had the support of the public, whom

they amused, and the hospitals, which they benefitted, The au-

thorities wisely acquiesced in the inevitable and relied on time

to come to their assistance, They were perfectly right. The

Frankenstein is now beginning to show his teeth. In many univer-

sities the Carnival is carried on only by a bare majority over

an active opposition among the student body; and where there is

no activu opposition there is increasing apathy. In some univer-

sities, such as Bristol, the carnival has already been abandoned,

In others, in fact in all, there is wuch talk of abandonment,

It has falsen into disrepute partly because of over organisation,

which has made an inereasingly arduous and difficult business

cf what began as a lark; partly, as I have already mentioned,
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through the diminishing rate of increase in the annual collec-

tion; and partly through unmistakable signs of decay in the

character of its humour.

How far these are signs that this form of social ser-

vice will disappear altogether from the British Universities

is an interesting speculation, but one into which I do not wish

to draw you.

Present Tendencies and Future Developuents.

 

In discussing the present tendeneies and possible fu-

ture developments of the voluntary social services, the first

factor to be considered is the attitude and action of the state

towards the class of problem which originally provided social

service with its wotive and purpose. This attitude has wholelyCT

changed since the days of Barnett, Booth and Beatrice Potter,

and that change has itself been brought about very largely by

the work of those people and others of similar mind. According

to Gilbert Slater in his Poverty and ihe Stats, "up to the llth
EEErene

 

of November 1918 ths state was primarily an organisation cf

national defence or for agression against other states. Since

that date it has become primarily an organisation for the pre-

vention or mitigation of poverty, by combating disease, ignor-

ance, social disorder and unemployment, and for the care of such

dependents as children, widows, aged persons and others suffer-

ing from physicel and mental disability. That this is so is

proved, not only by the fact that the sums annually raised by

rates and taxes, in addition to voluntary contributions, for

those purposes, are much larger than the expenditure on the de-

fence services; but also by the fact that criticisu of state

action is almost entirely devoted to discussion of its success

or failure in this field.”

If we accept SLater's analysis, it becomes obvious that
€





a great part of the social problem, that part which may rourhiy

te classified as material well-being, health, housing, sanita-

tion, hours of labour and so on, has now been shouldered by the

State and both the legislative bedy and the State Departments

are at last fully alive to their responsibilities. But this

should not be taken by the voluntary associations as a sign

that they may rest upon their oars. Parliament is not wanting

in indications of an almest incredible reactionary spirit, AtC
D

this very moment certain members of a Committee of the House of

Commons are mutilating and doing their utmost to render nuga-

tory, in the sacred name of private property, the Town and Coun-

try Planning 3iil - the result of twenty years careful and sci-

entific study by town-planners which was in the last Parliament

a measure agreed by all parties, We still unfortunately have

our Lady Houstons of both sexes, of all ages, and in all class-

es. Their rabid and almost unintelligibly obsolete cpinions are

Still given prominence in a great and powerful secticn of the

cheap press, While these opinions remain, and while some acci-

dent in 80602021068 or some blunder in polities may produce con-

ditions in which they tend to be believed, there can be no rest

from the labour of reform.

The first thing to be said then is that all the work

which has been and is still being done, should be continued

with increasing vigour and - equally important - increasing

skill, The work of the settlements, leading to action on the

Local government boards; the service of the poor man's lawyer;

adult education; all these and all that they imply must be

propagated, developed and constantly renewed, And the part to

be piayed by the Universities will be increasingly important.

The study of social conditions and their amelioration has now

) )De i соще an € 1xact science. There is no longer room in this work

for the well-meaning but ignorant dilettante. For work in adult
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education it is already recognised that the highest type of

University graduate is the quality of man required. This is

perhaps not so generally recognised in other branches of so-

cial service, but it is in ay submission no less true. many

of our Universities now have Departments of Social Science in

which students are specially trained in social research, aná

these departments are doing invaluable work both in training

the scientific social investigators of the future, and in

carrying out careful and detailed regional surveys to discover

and publish the facts of the present. The settlements are per-

haps no longer settlements in the old sense of a settlement of

So-cailed cultured people in the heart of a poor community.

They are, and will increasingly become, settlements analogous

to a settlement of scientists in the heart of a fever swamp,

bent upon the extermination by scientific methods of some

scourge to mankind. In other words, the settlement will be,

not a philanthropic institution in the old and rather sentimen-

tal sense, but a social laboratory, the centre of expert know-

ledge and the nursery of new legislation.

But more will be done than is represented or implied in

institutions sueh as settlements and adult tutorial classes. Al-

ready in all the great towns of the country, and especially in

London, there are arising and multiplying a number of clinics

of various kinds and for various purposes, There are medical and

dental clinics; child welfare clinics; (birth-control clinics;

pre-natal and ante-natal clinies for women; ) psychology and

psychiatry clinies; and each elinic is a centre both of immedi-

ate service to the comaunity and of scientific researoh, In all

of them there is already, and there will be inercasinely,. great

work to be done by the University wan and woman,

While 1t is true, as 1 have Said, that the State in»

creasingly assumes responsibility for the welfare of its
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citizens, it remains equally true that the vanguard of the

social services is composed of voluntary and often quite small

associations, financed by the struggles of their keen support-

ers, and staffed by self-sacrificing enthusiasts. This may not

perhaps be strictly necessary but it is csrtainiy desirable.

The State wili adopt, probably with increasing readiness, me-

thods and theories that have been tried and tested and have

proved their value. But the pioneer experimental work, the work

that is far in advance of public opinion, and often, where it

is known, becomes a subject of fierce controversy and bigoted

attack, must and should be done by close co-operations of

zealous men and wouen, untraumelled by State interference and

unhindered by the necessity of "justifying" an expenditure of

public money. It is for the supply of such men and women, active

in research, fearless in intellectual inquiry, at once meticu-

lous and bold in their attack upon a problem, and above all

happy in the unrewarded service of the community, that we must

look to the Universities of to-day and of to-morrow,

such a body as the National Institute of Industrial Psychology,

a small community of scientists who have been working for ten

years on the practica. application of our present knowledge in

psychology and physiology to the problems of industry and com-

merge. If the principles already established by this Institute

were immediately to be put into general application, they would

revolutionise the conditions of labour in most of our factories,

mills, mines, stores and offices. There is no doubt that these

principles, if they are not in the meantime superseded, will

increasingly be adopted over a period of years, mainly by the

enlightened self-interest of industrial and commercial magnates,

and finally by the coercion of the stubborn and stupid minority

through the processes of legislation, "hen that time comes, the
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Institute of Psychology will again be far in advance of its

own recogniscd achievements, probably engaged upon the study

and solution of the problem of leisure.

This problem, incidentally, is one that is already en-

gaging the serious attention of the social student. It has been

forced upon us somewhat prematurely by the catastrophe of un-

employment upon an unprecedented scale; a catastrophe that is

little understood and is still viewed through the uncertain

mists of obsolete theories of morals to the detriment both of

the unewployed themselves and of the nation at large. The pro-

blem of unemployment, apart from its purely economic aspects,

is the problem of ieisure in extremis, The unemployed in Eng-

 

land have as much leisure as the wealthy landowners in Austra-

lia, The problem of the unemployed miner and the problem of

the unemployed Australian landowner's son are really one and

the same problem, though the similarity is disguised by the

strange mythology of wealth, At bottom they are both problems

of human happiness in a state of uninterrupted leisure,

Their importance lies in the sufficiently obvious fact

that with advances in uechanisation of all industry, including

agriculture, it will in a very short time no longer be neces-

sary for men to toil from dawn to sunset in producing the ma-

terial requisites of life, Indeed, in highly industrialised

countries, that point of evoiution has long been reached and

passed. I do not know how many of you will have seen the film

produced by René Clair - "A Nous ia Liberté" - which is now ene

Joying a successful run in London, That film is at once a brii-

liant satire on mechanisation and a striking prophecy cf its

development, Towards the end we are shown the great and come

pietely mechanised gramophone factory in which the raw materi-

als enter at one end on a moving belt, and emerge at the other

as complete gramophones without the introduction of any human
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as complete gramophones without the introduction of any human

labour. And what of the employees ? Two of them are shown

drinking and playing cards; a group of men are standing in the

cataleptic attitudes of fishermen on the bank of a river; and

a number of men and women are dancing on a raised floor in the

open air, presumabiy to the strains of one of the mass-produced

gramophones, This is grim prophesying. Clair has easily solved

the problem of industrial mechanisation, But he has left un-

touched the greater and more difficult problem of what man is

to do with his inevitable leisure - unless we are to resign our-

selves to drink, cards, fishing and dancing.

Do not imagine that I am considering a fanciful and un-

likely future. This problem is already with us in Tull force,

The workers in Adult Education are already attacking it, al-

tough, in my humble submission, the attack is being delivered

very largely from the wrong angle, There is an old military

axiom that the enemy must be attacked at his strongest point,

The Adult Educationists are tending to attack the problem of

unemployment at its weakest point Бу giving the unemployed

some kind of employment. That is to shelve the problem, not to

solve it, It necessarily worsens the economic problem without

assisting the psychological problem. The attack, to be success-

ful, must be delivered elsewhere. Somehow, I do not pretend to

know how, means must be found of induecins self-respect, vigour,

happiness and mental and physical well-being through methods

which we should probably descrive as recreational, artistic and

educational, That is one of the real and very urgent tasks of

the social reformer in this generation.

1 have said enough, probably many of you think much

more than enough, to make my point; which is merely that so-

cial service as I understand it has not ceased, and will not

cease with the solving of such problems as housing, sanitation,





health, elementary education and the like. Indeed it is only

beginning, and the work that lies before it will need not only

all the "enthusiasm of humanity" which inspired Barnett and

his colleagues, but all the Knowledge, zeal and skiil that can

be mustered by the best products of our greatest Universities,
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